


Materials needed for the course:

•Textbook – Halliday, Resnick, and Walker (shrink-
wrapped in 2 volumes + WebAssign access code)

•Lab manual available from book store – Labs start 
Sept. 1st; bring your laptops

•Webassign – Interactive homework system – need 
login & password  (enter access code within 2 weeks) 
(If you purchase your text book separately, you may 
obtain an access code from the WebAssign web site.

•Calculator



Course plan

•Read text sections before lecture and take online 
quiz before lecture

•Lectures -- 9:30-10:45 AM T R  (ask questions; 
make suggestions about format)

•Homework – tied to each lecture; due on the day of 
the following lecture – help available from instructor 
and tutors (scheduled office hours and tutorial 
sessions)

•Exams – 3 + final

•Extra credit opportunities



Why take this course?

•Learn fundamentals of physics

•Learn quantitative problem solving strategies



Problem solving steps

1. Visualize problem – labeling variables
2. Determine which basic physical principle(s) apply
3. Write down the appropriate equations using the variables 

defined in step 1.
4. Check whether you have the correct amount of 

information to solve the problem (same number of 
knowns and unknowns).

5. Solve the equations.
6. Check whether your answer makes sense (units, order of 

magnitude, etc.).



Advice:

1. Keep basic concepts and equations at the top of your head.

2. Practice problem solving and math skills

3. Develop an equation sheet that you can consult.
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Online quiz -- example



Example for WebAssign







1 mi = 1.61 km

D = 295 km x 1mi/1.61km = 183.22981 km

(answer with 3 significant digits:  183 km)

1 mm = 10-3 m         1 km = 103 m  1 mm = 10-3/103 km

= 10-6 km

D = 295 km x 1 mm/10-6 km = 295 x 106 mm

(answer in WebAssign notation 295E6)
must have no space;
could be lower case



Units & measure

1. SI units
2. Orders of magnitude
3. Problem solving techniques
4. Error analysis



1. SI units
mass = kg   (1 kg = 1000 g)
time = sec
length = m

Common abreviations
c = centi = 10-2

k = kilo = 103

M = mega = 106 m = milli = 10-3

G = giga = 109

T = tera = 1012

Terrible example:
1012 bull



2. Orders of magnitude
Diameter of a nucleus ~10-15 m
Diameter of an atom  ~10-10 m
Distance of earth to Sun ~1011 m
Mass of electron ~10-30 kg
Mass of earth ~1024 kg
Vibration time of a molecule ~10-13 s
Age of Earth ~1017 s



Example of molecular lengths visible with scanning tunning
microscope as measured by Martin Guthold.

500 nm = 500 x 10-9 m



3. Problem solving steps

1. Visualize problem – labeling variables
2. Determine which basic physical principle applies
3. Write down the appropriate equations using the variables 

defined in step 1.
4. Check whether you have the correct amount of 

information to solve the problem (same number of 
knowns and unknowns.

5. Solve the equations.
6. Check whether your answer makes sense (units, order of 

magnitude, etc.).






